On-Premise Installation & Managed
Service of your RStudio Environment
Develop, deploy and maintain R at scale

Exposing the challenges of open source

As one of the most widely used statistical programming
languages in the world much of R’s popularity - and
potential - stems from an active community that
continually develops new packages, giving users quick
and easy open-source access to a wealth of functionality.
For Enterprises, R provides a compelling alternative to
costly proprietary software licences and allows ease of
collaboration and adoption from a centralised data and
analytics platform such as RStudio Team.

As a language, R can come with restrictions when it comes
to the implementation and necessary technical know-how
of installing, configuring, and supporting a centralised
platform. Many teams lack the required support from IT
or the necessary knowledge that makes an environment
suitable for future scalability. It’s never a straightforward or
simple process to find the time to manage the appropriate
levels of security to avoid malware and viruses and support
the environment to run sufficiently.

That’s where Mango’s on-premise and Managed Services can help – we take the
responsibility for supporting, running and maintaining your RStudio environment,
effectively creating ease of management and team adoption.

On premise solution for your RStudio environment designed to fully support
your installation, complete with package upgrades and technical assistance.

A scalable cloud RStudio environment quickly and effectively built up,
run and maintained by Mango experts to minimise client responsibility

Overcome the technical hurdles through our
Managed Service

Why Manged Service?

As the longest serving Full Service Certified RStudio
Partner in Europe, we are best placed to advise, tailor and
manage the right environment to help you succeed with
the adoption for RStudio products without the need for
dedicated in-house expertise. From proof of concept, to
full scale production, validation, consultancy and training
- this will enable your organisation to adopt and grow the
use of R and Python for advanced analytics to support
future needs.
Why choose an on-premise solution?
• Gaps in service are managed - including installation,
support and maintenance (including Installation &
Accelerate and Healthcheck services)
• Team adoption and onboarding - taken care of, until
your team is upskilled
• Peace of mind and reassurance – of the installation and
configuration is correctly functioning

• Quick and effective installation – Environment is setup
in the Cloud, negating the need for Linux experts
within your business
• Outsourced management – by Mango’s expert data
Platform Engineers guaranteeing an excellent service
level agreement (SLA) with automatic updates,
managed maintenance and reporting
• Validated packages - using ValidR® to maximise
assurance whilst minimising risks with R and the
confidence of knowing the code is robust and effective
• Specialist level of support to run and maintain your
service optimally at all time, reducing the time and
support from your over-burdened IT teams

With Mango’s Managed Service Platform, all aspects of the control and maintenance are centrally managed
from day one of going live.
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Big Query
Cloud Dataflow
Cloud SQL
Cloud Storage

Delivery
RStudio team is installed and configured optimally from day 1 of the Managed Service with ValidR® packages within the
environment. There is around the clock technical support 24/7, with products being updated automatically.

For more information please contact info@mango-solutions.com
or visit www.mango-solutions.com

